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Succeeding the asteroid-based Earth Outpost Stations constructed at the end of the Earth-
Romulan War in 2160, the Foxtrot series Outposts enhanced the Federation’s security by 
providing more comprehensive surveillance and tracking capabilities along border and 
frontier regions.  This was especially critical during a period of astro-political transition, when 
the threat of widescale conflict between major powers gradually became omnipresent. 
 
Prior to 2266, border security, surveillance and other associated issues were not cause for 
much concern.  Routine duties of patrol, surveillance, interdiction and the like were 
coordinated by starbases (which usually had authority over multiple sectors) and carried 
out by starships either individually or in small groups.  Starfleet, with its technological edge 
growing even more pronounced as its ‘Class I’ fleet matured, firmly believed that mobile 
assets (typified in this instance by the Kiaga (DD 820) class Destroyer) remained the best 
way to address these needs. 
 
The emergence of the Romulan Empire from its century long slumber completely upended 
all the strategic and tactical calculations made to that point.  The ability of their Navy’s 
ships to evade detection via cloaking technology and of their weapons to defeat 
hardened, rodinium-reinforced construction were game changers, the destruction of a 
number of outdated Earth Outpost Stations showing just how flawed Starfleet calculus was. 
Furthermore, Starfleet knew that despite several notable weaknesses (primarily, the emission 
of de Broglie waves that allowed a cloaked ship to be tracked by motion sensors), the 
Romulans would almost certainly continue developing and improving cloaking technology, 
leaving Starfleet at a massive tactical disadvantage.   
 
Rather than tackle the issue with a patchwork of different solutions, Starfleet elected to 
pursue a comprehensive approach.  It already had highly capable early warning platforms 
in both the Kiaga and Akula (DH 278) classes, both equipping the most powerful and 
sophisticated mobile sensor systems in use.  The decision was made to take that one step  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
further, improve and refine those sensors while applying them to a fixed platform that would 
replace the old asteroid-housed outpost stations.  At the same time, the highly touted 
spherical defense strategy was re-examined and production of the aforementioned classes 
was boosted. 
 
Where deployment of a new outpost was concerned, the criteria guiding its design and 
construction was relatively straightforward.  It had to be relatively small, of simple design 
(begetting simple construction), yet modern enough to be fitted with the most modern 
systems and technology available.  With that said, the ASDB set to work, using already-
proven design concepts but on a vastly smaller scale. 
 
Like the larger Kepler series stations, this new outpost—codenamed Foxtrot—was designed 
around a central core.  The top portion maintained a strong cylindrical shape and housed 
the operations center, administrative offices, berthing and crew support facilities.  Below 
that, at the centerline, Foxtrot was ‘squared off’, low-profile hull sections extending out and 
filling in the gaps between the 4 arms that radiated out and gave the outpost a star or 
cross-like appearance.  The main reactor and power generation systems were located here 
in the central core, with engineering and other ancillary spaces located further out.  At the 
end of each of the 4 arms were circular ‘hubs’.  Topped by large antennas and featuring 
omnidirectional sensor domes below, this is where the bulk of the outpost’s functionality was 
concentrated.   
 
The long-range, multi-spectral sensor systems of Akula were improved to scan a range up to 
5 times further and at greater resolution while also featuring the same ambient motion-
detection ability that was, by now, in wide-scale use.  Unlike the sophisticated heavy 
destroyer however, Foxtrot traded electronic warfare for cutting edge communications 
equipment on par with her sensors, featuring extremely long range and protected against 
most forms of jamming.	   
 



At the central core’s bottom tip was a large hub that was evenly divided by a small hangar 
bay (able to store up to 4 small craft thanks to a split-level design) and a cargo 
handling/storage complex. 
 
When it came to the outpost’s tactical systems, the ASDB was well aware they were not 
designing a battlestation, but still, spared no expense.  The sensor and communications 
equipment did combine to draw a significant amount of power, but due to her overall size 
(just 44m in height and 54m in diameter), there was still a significant amount left over.  
Taking this into consideration, they fitted Foxtrot with the same high-capacity deflector 
shield system used on the massive Watchtower (J-Type) class station along with 8 Type VI 
Phaser Emitters (4 dorsal/ventral) mounted in between each arm.  
 
With a compliment of 110, Foxtrot represented a quantum leap past the old Earth Outpost 
Stations.  Construction began in 2267 in the Foxtrot sector, near Galorndon Core with 13 
examples completed before proceeding in a steady line all the way to the ‘triangle’ region 
(the rough confluence of Romulan, Klingon and Federation space) at the end of the year.  
Construction continued unabated until 2270, by which time the outposts stretched all the 
way to the Ohniaka system.  At that time, a pause was enacted while the ASDB modified 
the basic design to reflect the technological and engineering advances ushered in with the 
advent of the Linear Warp era.  It was resumed within two months, albeit at a much-
reduced pace, while existing outposts were upgraded which would not be completed until 
the end of 2271.  The last Foxtrot series outpost was completed in early 2276 in a remote 
region adjacent to the Devolin system in the Neutral Zone. 
 
External support fell primarily to larger starbases in nearby systems as well as starships 
assigned to the region.  In the 2270’s, with Starfleet’s militaristic expansion as well as 
generally heightened astro-political tensions, this meant that not only frigates, but larger 
strike cruisers and the occasional dreadnought kept company with the outposts.  None 
were built along the Klingon border however and with tensions there simmering at a much 
more critical level, this meant the lion’s share of the fleet was concentrated further and 
further away.   
 
The short lived Romulan Civil War (2275-76) seemed to present the first real test for the 
outposts, however Starfleet involvement took place almost entirely on the Romulan side of 
the Neutral Zone.  Nevertheless, following the Romulan ambush of a Starfleet flotilla at 15 
Trianguli, the USS Yorktown (CV 2200-A) Carrier Battle Group along with a SFMC Ranger 
Brigade arrived on station at Draken IV, operating from outpost F-39 on an extended 
deployment. 

The Foxtrots were upgraded twice further, in 2285 and again in 2289, both upgrades 
bringing with them improved computer, tactical and communications systems.  In 2311, 
Starfleet Intelligence embarked upon an intricate operation to eliminate Romulan Admiral 
Aventeer Vokar.  Key to the operation were the 13 outposts in the Foxtrot sector.  After 
personnel and supplies were quietly evacuated to Space Station KR-3, Vokar’s ship—the 
ChR Tomed—was sabotaged by an SI team and rammed into an asteroid in the sector.  The 
resulting failure of the containment field surrounding the quantum singularity powering 
Tomed created a shockwave that destroyed the ship, the USS Agamemnon and severely 
damaged all 13 outposts. 
 
Following the now-infamous ‘Tomed Incident’, the Federation and Romulans signed the 
Treaty of Algeron.  Key to this treaty was the Romulan agreement to withdraw behind their 
borders in return for the Federation’s pledge to not develop cloaking technology.  The 3rd 
Fleet subsequently embarked on a mission to verify Romulan compliance.  After 18 months 
of monitoring and surveillance, with the Romulan frontier pretty much abandoned, the 
Admiralty was satisfied, but the question of how to now proceed, hung in the air.   
 
The signing of the treaty did not eliminate the Neutral Zone, but did seem to eliminate the 
need for the outposts to a minority in the Admiralty.  Signing a peace treaty with the 
Klingons and Federation’s continuing technological advancement, they argued that with 
superior technology, there was no need to continue to expend resources to maintain the 
outpost network.  Conversely, that advancement had lead to greatly reduced resource 
and maintenance requirements by way of large-scale automation.  Going further, by 2325, 
the standard outpost compliment had been reduced by 75%--from 110 to just 27.  
Nevertheless, this bureaucratic wrangling continued on and off until 2344, when the 
Romulan Imperial Navy attacked the Klingon outpost at Narendra III, destroying the starship 
Enterprise (CH 1701-C) in the process. 
 
With support for maintaining the outposts cemented, large scale upgrades began in 2350 in 
conjunction with Starfleet’s deployment of a gravitic sensor network.  As before, 
improvements were tightly focused on computer, sensor, power generation and tactical 
systems.  These upgrades had ultimately proved to be quite timely, as worsening relations 
with the Cardassians, Tholians, Tzenkethi and Talarians left precious few ships available for 
border patrol and general support (even taking into account Starfleet’s Reserve Forces). 
 
The Foxtrots, especially those nearest the ‘triangle’, would go on the play a supporting role 
in the Klingon Civil War, performing limited reconnaissance—mainly recording the harried 
movements of Romulan Naval forces from industrial centers and remote Tal’Shiar bases on 
their outer rim, towards the Klingon border.  With the success of a mobile tachyon detection 
grid in exposing the movements of cloaked Romulan ships and thus, their covert 
involvement in Klingon affairs, Starfleet directed the ASDB and Corps of Engineers to 
upgrade the sensor network with this detection capability.  Completed in 2370, this network 
now became one of Starfleet’s most formidable defensive assets. 



Cloaking technology though, remained a distinctly Romulan trump card.  An advanced 
prototype observed in 2379 aboard the Reman Warbird Scimitar allowed the full use of 
weapons and defensive shielding while the cloak was engaged.  Of more significance 
though was the development of an interphasic cloaking device.  Such a device rendered 
a starship not only invisible, but also allowed it to pass through normal matter via phase 
shifting, thus rendering normal detection methods and countermeasures useless.  
  
The technology was initially (and illegally) developed by Starfleet Intelligence throughout 
the 2350’s.  Testing was carried out aboard the USS Pegasus, but abandoned after the ship 
was lost in 2358.  The ship was discovered again in 2370 by the starship Enterprise (CH 1701-
D) and it was at this point where the Romulans became aware, not only of the existence of 
such a device, but the actual technology and its tactical value.  Despite their own political 
turmoil, they quietly developed and refined the technology over the next decade.  In 2382, 
while members of the Typhon Pact, the Romulans sent a Valdore-class Warbird equipped 
with a phase cloak across the Neutral Zone.  Venturing straight past the line of Foxtrot 
outposts and through Starfleet’s impressive sensor nets, the warbird made it all the way to 
Sector 001 and then across Federation space into Breen territory without being detected. 
 
With the technology being slowly dispersed throughout the various space forces of the 
Pact, there was little the Federation could do and in the resulting war between the Pact 
and the forces of the Federation Alliance (2385-87), the Foxtrots proved largely ineffective.  
Before the Federation and Starfleet could even begin to debate how to respond, the 
Hobus Supernova (2387) changed everything. 
 
The destruction of Romulus and the entire Romulan home system, the Romulan 
government, its leaders and the decimation of its industrial base and naval forces brought a 
sharp, bloody end to decades upon decades of mistrust and conflict.  Rendered null and 
void were all previous treaties—including the Treaty of Algeron—as well as the Neutral Zone, 
which had existed for almost a quarter of a millennia.    
 
Finally, the Admiralty saw just cause for doing what some had called for over the last 30 
years.  Over a 2 year period, from 2387 to late 2389, the outposts were decommissioned 
and dismantled, honored as implacable sentries that stood a valiant watch throughout 
some of the most turbulent periods in Federation history.



 
 

 

Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Height 
Diameter 
Decks 
 
 
 

Foxtrot 
Outpost 
 
2267-2389 
0 
 
44m 
54 
11 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

107,727 metric tons 
 
110  (2267-2325) 
27 (2325-89) 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

8 Type VI Phaser Emitters (2267-70) 
   Type VII Phaser Emitters (2270-89) 
   Type VIII Phaser Emitters (2289-2389)  
 
High Capacity Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 637,500 terajoules (2267-89) 
                                  971,700 terajoules (2289-2389) 
 
Heavy Duranium/Tritanium Single Hull plus 5cm High Density Armor 





Editor’s Annotations 
 

Foxtrot came right out of left field.  I spied the design way back when over at Bridge Commander Files, but never knew how to integrate it into my universe.  After watching “Balance of 
Terror” and doing some thinking, I just dove on in.  Initially I didn’t plan on dragging the history out as far as I did, but incredibly enough, I found that as I went on, the history I was crafting 
made sense at each big juncture.  Yeah, I didn’t write these in as being constructed anywhere else than the Romulan Neutral Zone, but throughout the 23rd Century, we’ve constantly 
been shown and told that the Klingons were the biggest enemy, while the Romulans just kind of sat back and snuck around here and there.  Also, I left out any mention of the game-
changing Borg Invasion of 2381.  That omission is a bit harder to explain away, but considering the relative age of these outposts and taking into account the purposes for which they were 
originally built and I doubt it would’ve made a serious difference. 

Obviously though, the name and idea for this came straight from the Lost Era novel “Serpents Among the Ruins”.  The Neutral Zone outposts are described as asteroid-based, though 
supposedly more advanced (this is never made clear, at least when I read it).  Wanting to break the habit of using the same old designs when Romulans were involved, I appropriated the 
name, and gave it to this design – which, according to the Starship Schematic Database, is FASA-derived, though I cannot find any evidence of this.
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